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Prayer Changes Everything

10 Prayer Secrets
Supernatural Power for Your Breakthrough

by Hakeem Collins

God invites us to approach Him boldly yet intimately through prayer, but sometimes 
obstacles can get in the way of communicating with our powerful and loving Creator.

This hope-filled and practical book offers inspirational insight into 10 key secrets of 
prayer. It also guides you in a 30-day devotional study with reflection questions and 
powerful declarations to help you

     •  engage with God’s heart and experience His timing
     •  perceive and receive angelic assistance
     •  customize Jesus’ prayer model for yourself
     •  pray with faith that expects the impossible

Position yourself to partner with God. Lean into His promises and activate mountain-
moving faith. Prayer works when we work our faith in prayer.

“What an amazing book! Hakeem Collins will take you on a journey into the 10 
prayer secrets of God. Concise, powerful, well written and potent. Get ready to 

go into a discovery of God’s secret place of passion and prayer!”

—Brian Simmons, The Passion Translation Project

“In every generation God places his hand on a man, and within the man  
He forges a message. Thus a messenger, with a voice that can be heard, emerges. 

With this perspective, it is my honor to declare, ‘Dr. Hakeem Collins  
is a voice that needs to be heard!’”

—Dr. James W. Goll, founder, God Encounters Ministries, GOLL Ideation, LLC

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
 Hakeem Collins (hakeemcollinsministries.com) is an empowerment  
specialist, respected prophetic voice, revolutionary thinker, life coach, and sought-
after transformational leader. He is known for his keen and accurate prophetic 
gifting, effective breakthrough prayers, and supernatural ministry. He is the author 
of several books, including the bestselling Heaven Declares. Dr. Collins holds an 
earned master’s degree in Christian leadership and two honorary doctorates in 
philosophy and divinity. He is the founder of Champions International, The  
Prophetic Academy and Revolution Network based in Wilmington, Delaware, 
where he resides.
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“When Hakeem  
Collins mentors you 
in prayer, you will be 
irresistible to God.”

—Sid Roth, host,  
It’s Supernatural!


